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Abstract. Generative retrieval (GR) has become a highly active area
of information retrieval that has witnessed significant growth recently.
Compared to the traditional “index-retrieve-then-rank” pipeline, the GR
paradigm aims to consolidate all information within a corpus into a sin-
gle model. Typically, a sequence-to-sequence model is trained to directly
map a query to its relevant document identifiers (i.e., docids). This tuto-
rial offers an introduction to the core concepts of the novel GR paradigm
and a comprehensive overview of recent advances in its foundations and
applications. We start by providing preliminary information covering
foundational aspects and problem formulations of GR. Then, our fo-
cus shifts towards recent progress in docid design, training approaches,
inference strategies, and applications of GR. We end by outlining remain-
ing challenges and issuing a call for future GR research. This tutorial is
intended to be beneficial to both researchers and industry practitioners
interested in developing novel GR solutions or applying them in real-
world scenarios.
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1 General information
Information retrieval (IR) is a core task in a wide range of real-world appli-
cations, such as web search [21,24] and question answering [9,10]. It aims to
retrieve information from a large repository that is relevant to an information
need. Most existing IR methods follow a common pipeline paradigm of “index-
retrieve-then-rank,” which includes (i) building an index for each document in
the corpus [14]; (ii) retrieving an initial set of candidate documents for a query
[17]; and (iii) determining the relevance degree of each candidate [14]. Despite
its wide usage, this paradigm has limitations: (i) during training, heterogeneous
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modules with different optimization objectives may lead to sub-optimal perfor-
mance, and capturing fine-grained relationships between queries and documents
is challenging; and (ii) during inference, a large document index is needed to
search over the corpus, which may come with substantial memory and compu-
tational requirements.

Recently, a fundamentally different paradigm, known as generative retrieval
(GR) [16], has garnered attention to replace the long-standing pipeline paradigm.
The key idea of the GR paradigm is to parameterize the indexing, retrieval, and
ranking components of traditional IR systems into a single consolidated model.
Specifically, a sequence-to-sequence (Seq2Seq) model is trained to directly map
queries to their relevant document identifiers (docids). Such a single-step gener-
ative model dramatically simplifies the search process, could be optimized in an
end-to-end manner, and could better leverage the capabilities of large language
models (LLMs). Based on [19], there are two families of GR, namely closed-book
GR and open-book GR. Closed-book GR refers to the scenario where the lan-
guage model that is used for directly generating relevant information resources
for an information need, and the model is the only source of knowledge lever-
aged during generation. Open-book GR, on the other hand, allows the language
model to draw on external memory prior to, during, and after generation. Here,
our main focus is on closed-book GR.

Many publications have emerged in reputable conferences, e.g., SIGIR [3,6],
CIKM [4,5,29], KDD [26], NeurIPS [2,25,27,28], ICLR [8], and ACL [7,11,13,23],
in Gen-IR@SIGIR2023 [15,20,22,33], in journals [31], and on arXiv [12,18,30,32].
At SIGIR’23, Marc Najork, serving as the keynote speaker, provided a compre-
hensive summary of existing GR systems and discussed many open challenges in
this emerging field [19]. The first workshop on generative information retrieval at
SIGIR’23 (Gen-IR@SIGIR2023) [1] welcomed many submissions and attendees,
underscoring the IR community’s current keen interest in GR.

The time is right to offer a tutorial on the topic of GR. Therefore, we have
organized and presented a tutorial dedicated to GR at the 1st International
ACM SIGIR Conference on Information Retrieval in the Asia Pacific (SIGIR-
AP 2023) on November 26, 2023, in Beijing, China. At ECIR’24 we offer a new
edition of the tutorial that has been revised based on the feedback received and
incorporates coverage of new relevant work. We hope this tutorial will generate
the interest of more researchers and help them gain a better understanding of
this novel field.

2 Tutorial information

2.1 Format and length

This is a 3-hour and lecture-style tutorial.

2.2 Tutorial outline

1. Introduction (15 minutes)
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– An overview of the tutorial
– Why generative retrieval?

2. Preliminaries (15 minutes)
– Retrieval task formulation: generative models vs. discriminative models
– Basic concepts in generative retrieval

3. Generative retrieval: Docid design (30 minutes)
– Pre-defined static docids

• Single docids: number-based and word-based docids
• Multiple docids

– Learnable docids: jointly with retrieval tasks
4. Generative retrieval: Training approaches (40 minutes)

– Static corpora: supervised learning with labeled data, and pre-training with
unlabeled data

– Dynamic corpora: continual learning
5. Generative retrieval: Inference strategies (25 minutes)

– For a single docid: constrained beam search, constrained greedy search and
FM-index

– For multiple docids: heuristic scoring functions
6. Generative retrieval: Applications (35 minutes)

– Offline application: e.g., entity retrieval, fact checking, recommender sys-
tems, multi-hop retrieval and code generation

– Industry applications
7. Conclusions and future directions (20 minutes)

3 Target audience and prerequisites
The tutorial will be accessible to anyone who has a basic knowledge of IR and
NLP. The topic will be of interest to both IR and NLP researchers in academia
and practitioners in the industry.

4 Presenters

Yubao Tang is a Ph.D. student at the Institute of Computing Technology,
Chinese Academy of Sciences. She obtained her M.Sc. degree from the Institute
of Information Engineering, Chinese Academy of Sciences, and her B.Eng. from
Sichuan University. Her research focuses on information retrieval, and she is the
first author of a full paper on generative retrieval at KDD’23 [26].

Ruqing Zhang is an Associate Researcher at the Institute of Computing Tech-
nology, Chinese Academy of Sciences. Her recent research focuses on information
retrieval, with a particular emphasis on generative information retrieval, the ro-
bustness of neural ranking models, and trustworthy retrieval through the lens
of causality. She has authored several papers in the field of generative retrieval
[3,4,5,6,15,26]. Additionally, Ruqing co-organized the first workshop on genera-
tive information retrieval at SIGIR’23 (Gen-IR@SIGIR23) to foster discussions
and innovations in GR.
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Zhaochun Ren is an Associate Professor at Leiden University. His research
interests focus on research problems at the interface of information retrieval and
natural language processing, with an emphasis on generative retrieval, recom-
mender systems, and conversational information seeking. He aims to develop in-
telligent systems that can address complex user requests and solve core challenges
in both information retrieval and natural language processing towards that goal.
He has been working on various topics related to generative retrieval research.
In addition to his academic experience, he worked on e-commerce search and
recommendation at JD.com for 2+ years. He has been invited to give tutorials
at SIGIR’18 and NLPCC’22.

Jiafeng Guo is a Researcher at the Institute of Computing Technology, Chi-
nese Academy of Sciences (CAS) and a Professor at the University of Chinese
Academy of Sciences. He is the director of the CAS key lab of network data
science and technology. He has worked on a number of topics related to web
search and data mining, with a current focus on neural models for information
retrieval and natural language understanding. He has received multiple best pa-
per (runner-up) awards at leading conferences (CIKM’11, SIGIR’12, CIKM’17,
WSDM’22). He has been (co)chair for many conferences, e.g., reproducibility
track co-chair of SIGIR’23, workshop co-chair of SIGIR’21 and short paper co-
chair of SIGIR’20. He serves as an associate editor for ACM Transactions on
Information Systems and Information Retrieval Journal. Jiafeng has previously
taught tutorials at ACML, CCIR and CIPS ATT.

Maarten de Rijke is a Distinguished University Professor of Artificial Intelli-
gence and Information Retrieval at the University of Amsterdam. His research
is focused on designing and evaluating trustworthy technology to connect peo-
ple to information, particularly search engines, recommender systems, and con-
versational assistants. He is the scientific director of the Innovation Center for
Artificial Intelligence and a former editor-in-chief of ACM Transactions on Infor-
mation Systems and of Foundations and Trends in Information Retrieval, and a
current co-editor-in-chief of Springer’s Information Retrieval book series, (asso-
ciate) editor for various journals and book series. He has been general (co)chair
or program (co)chair for CIKM, ECIR, ICTIR, SIGIR, WSDM, WWW, and has
previously taught tutorials at these same venues and AAAI.

5 Tutorial materials

We plan to share the following materials on this website:1 (i) Slides: All slides are
made publicly available. (ii) Annotated bibliography: An annotated compilation
of references that lists all works discussed in the tutorial and provides a good
basis for further study. (iii) Code: An annotated list of pointers to open source
code bases and datasets for the work discussed in the tutorial. (iv) Videos: A
video recording of the presentation will be made available.

1 https://ecir2024-generative-ir.github.io

https://ecir2024-generative-ir.github.io
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